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In Colonel Carde's training the horse's state of a mind is the most 
important.
 
Colonel Carde has been visiting Finland regularly for ten years already. There 
has probably been articles about him in every possible paper, too. Now he 
gives clinics in Oulu in addition to South Finland. Especially up there the 
excitement has been huge: there was an audience of over a hundred people 
at the lecture held in September.
 
Carde's system consists of things that are easy to link into good dressage. 
But there is also a longer road where you learn to ride with the system from 
the beginning. Several riders in Finland have committed to this. Ten years 
have given a good start.
 
„You Finns! You are surprised when there's progress! But this is like cooking. 
When you use the right recipe, you will succeed“, colonel Carde says.
The Olympic Games gave hope to colonel, since this year a very relaxed 
horse, Charlotte Dujardin's Valegro, won Olympic gold.
 

French School
 
In half a day you only get a glimpse of a trainer's system, but mostly the first 
impression is fairly correct. It is of course surprising to see the head coach of 
the French national team of many years and an international dressage expert 
training riders and horses who start in the lowest level of competitions. But 
you can learn from that too! The hobby riders practice half an hour each in 
the master's training, one learning to make her horse round, the other doing 
transitions. There are of course a few professional riders as well and - some 
steps of piaffe.
 
Colonel Carde has a system and he wants to share it with everybody who is 
interested. He is a lover of both sport and art, and wants dressage to remain 
within its own regulations, also in practice.



In the kind of riding that Carde represents, the most important aspect is the 
horse's state of mind, which is to be kept calm. When riding is done 
correctly, the horse doesn't sweat much. Especially heavy sweating is a 
consequence of the horse getting tense, and wrong demands.
 
The horse must feel confident at all times, thus the atmosphere must remain 
relaxed, Carde states. If things are going in the wrong direction, you stop and 
calm down the horse. If the rider tenses up, her hand goes stiff and she 
cannot proceed with the task in a relaxed manner. Relaxation always comes 
first, and you can see tenseness and resistance especially in the horse's 
mouth very easily. The horse should not open his mouth or grind his teeth, 
and the mouth should foam just a little bit.
 
This is sensible also in the light of latest ethology studies. When learning 
new, the horse also acquires the state of mind in which he learns something. 
For example if the horse is made to do his first piaffe steps while tense, he 
will tense up in the future while doing piaffe.

Activity without speed
 
Colonel Carde wants to see the horse move calmly, but with suppleness and 
activity. Most of the work is done in strides that look and feel easy.
 
Often riders increase speed in order to gain activity, Carde comments. 
Sometimes this works, but in progressed dressage you want to see activity 
without speed. This culminates naturally in the piaffe, where activity is very 
high, but speed is zero. The horse has maximal collection.
 
The main road to collection is to teach the horse that when he slows down, 
activity must increase. From nature the horse does exactly the opposite; 
slowing down means calming down and doing the transition to walk. That's 
why this must patiently be taught.



 
If a horse has been flexed well and it bends and moves straight, collection 
will follow. When you start to collect the horse for the first time, you only ask 
for two collected steps, no more. Collection comes by riding with your hand 
and leg in turns, never at the same time. And you never ride long in the same 
posture.

 

Roundness and balance
 
Carde highlights that the horse should be round from the neck. At first you 
achieve roundness by making him cross his hind legs and bending him with 
a slow, soft inside rain that moves slightly sideways and forward, keeping the 
same contact. You are not to pull the horse's neck short, the movement 
comes from back to front. When the horse responds, both hands should 
relax immediately. The horse should be ridden to activate his hind legs and 
keeping soft contact to achieve balance. It's important to make the horse 
relax its mouth and jaw.
 
At first the work is done mostly on the circle, that way the horse is easier to 
keep round. For example transitions to slower gaits should in the beginning 
always be done on a circle to prevent the horse from lifting his neck up too 
much. If he tends to put his weight on his shoulders you can correct him with 
light lifting of the rain or vibrating your hand to relax the mouth. Transitions 
must be learned to be done with neck up and the angle of the jaw open. You 
should not rush.
 
The rider decides everything, she determines the posture and the contact. 
Even though relaxation is number one, the horse must be totally awake, 
react immediately and he must be active and balanced.



Before teaching the flying changes Carde wants the horse to be in great 
balance. You cannot do flying changes before the horse is able to do canter-
walk-canter transitions impeccably. If the horses shoulders drop, the horse 
easily changes too late with the hind legs. 

For example Carde does not want to see an inexperienced horse practicing 
flying changes from counter- canter to correct lead. The other way around 
the exercise is very useful, since it trains balance.


